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This chapter examines why and how due process arrangements are
extended within organizations. Although much has been written about
the recent rights explosion generally, we have little understanding of
the social sources of various kinds of legal protections, their development,
and institutionalization. Organizations constitute a sighcant element
in modern social structure, and it is important to understand why and
how they have incorporated Iegal protections. We focus on two types of
due process arrangements: grievance procedures and afFinnative action
structures.

Organizations theorists have not often explicitly addressed the expansion of due process arrangements. But if these developments are viewed as
a special instance of the more general process of increased formalization,
then much theury becomes reievant because explaining the origins of
formalization in organizations has been a central focus of attention.
Classical arguments see formalization of rights and relations increasing as
a function of scale, technological complexity, and interdependency. Differentiation, specialization, and formalitation are viewed as functional
solutions to the problems posed by increasing size and complexity (Weber
1947 119221; Blau 1970; Blau and Schoenherr 197 1; Pugh et al. 1969).

The research reported here was conductd with funds from the Russell Sage Foundation. W e wanr to acknowledge the helpful suggestions of a number of respondents and
especially h e comments of our research colleagues John R. Sutton and Anne S. Miner.
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A second set of arguments emphasizes natural system, or political,
explanations. These posit that self#interest and survival concerns dominate organizational actions. Both industrial relations and Marxist versions
focus on conflicts of interests between workers and managers, emphasizing
control strategies by managers and collective organization and unionization by workers. Due process structures are then viewed either as genuine
protections won by workers in their struggles with managers or as more
sophisticated mechanisms for suppressing c o d c t and controlling workers
(MiIler and Form 1964; Waards 1979; Braveman 1974; Clegg and
Dunkerly 1980). For instance, internaI labor market theorists stress due
process protections as among the benefits that core industries offer trained
employees to discourage them from exercising their skills for some other
employer (Marglin 1974; Gordon, Edwards, and Reich 1982).
A third, institutionaI, approach suggests that many structural features
of organizations can be viewed as transmitting models established in the
environment. The environment itself is viewed as highly structured and as
requiring organizations to incorporate elements such as due process
systems or as grving advantages in the form of increased resources or
legitimacy to those that do (Meyer and Rowan 1977; DlMaggio and
Powell 1983; Meyer and Scott 1983). This approach also draws o n the
literature on diffusion of organizational innovations focusing on the
features of organizations or their environments that lead them to adopt:
new technologies or administrative procedures (Kimberly 1981; Kimberly
and Evanisko 1981; ToIbert and Zucker 1983).
These lines of argument are not necessarily inconsistent. They call
attention to different processes that may account for the emergence of
formal structures. It is possible rhat some arguments apply more to some
types of organizations than ro others or that they are characteristic of
certain periods rather than others. To explore these possibilities, we
selected a convenience sample of fifty-two organizations from the San
Francisco Bay area, including diverse organizations that varied greatly in
age, size, technology, unionization, and involvernenc with the public
sector. For each organization, we collected data in the summer and fall of
1983 on the timing of the adoption of two types of due process protections -grievance procedures and afirmative action structures -and on
the specific characteristics of the arrangements established. We attempt
to identlfj f a c t ~ r saffecting the expansion of employee rights. By cornparing organizations of different sorts, we can identify what kinds of
organizations are most responsive to these forces. By examining changes
over time, we can discern variations in the wider legal environment and
note their affects on and interactions with organizational features.
Our focus is on the formalization of empIoyee protections-on the
adoption of codified procedures or the establishment of specialized rules
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or offices-not on the extent ro uhich these arrangements are actually
used or the extent to which genuine prorections are offered. The creation
of organizational structures that embody and represent employee righrs is
worthy of attention and explanation.

Structures of Due Process
We are interested in the formalization of the ernployeelorga~ation
relationship and particularly in the extension of employee rights: the
explicit commitment to formal (consisrent and nonarbitrary) procedure
and to substantive fairness. Some organizations leave every aspect of
employment unspecified, with no guarantee of impersonal hiring, promotion, or nght to continued employment; no procedures for resolving
employee complaints; and no statement of employee rights in relation to
status (such as race and sex) or work demands (such as protection against
unusual demands on time and energy). Such organizations are undoubrably the most common sorr historically. There has been a widespread
change in this area accompanying the pervasive formalization and bureaucratization of all aspects of employment (Edwards 1979;Jacoby 1985).
Organizations are increasingly likely to formalize rules and procedures.
They often create special offices and functionaries to protecr and make
explicit employee rights. Many define employee rights in detail in matters
of work, recreation, safety, health, and other areas and provide special
procedures for processing complaints. And many have begun to formalize
the rights of targets of previous discrimination (such as minorities,
women, the young, the old, or the handicapped), which are now legally
protected. Less frequently, organizations formalize the rights of new
categories of employees (such as gays, lesbians, nonsmokers) who are not
legally protected but claim public support for their special status. But
these kinds of changes have appeared irregularly and have spread unevenly across organizations. We are inrerested in the source of such due
process protections and the cause of their variation.
One reason for examining grievance and affirmative action is simple:
These are the two most significant types of formal protections of employee
rights found in contemporary organizations in rhe United States. Grievance procedures are designed to protect employees against a wide spectrum of arbitrary management behavior: indiscriminate fmng, failure co
promote, satery violations, unequal application of discipline, sexual harassment, and contract violations. A h n a t i v e action structures seek to
prevent unequal treatment in hiring, firing, and promotion on the basis of
status and in some cases to redress past injustices. A second morivation
for focusing on these two areas of rights elaboration stems from the
different timing and causes of their adoption. Viewed historically, the
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U.S. expansion of organizational due process seems to reflect two broad
patterns, occurring through different mechanisms and mainly
in different periods and creating two dderent types of due process
mechanisms.
The older process reflects the general progressive expansion of formalization through localized pressures on organizations, beginning in the
United States at the turn of this century and running through World War
I1 (Baron et a[. 1986). The due process structures involved are pmedu~d:
the legitimation of unions, the construction of personnel departments and
personnel rules, and the creation of gnevance processes. Grievance
procedures may be viewed as attempted solutions to cmployer/employee
conflicts, solutions that diffuse through the organizational environment.in
a decentralized way. By contrast, affirrnative action has originated though
movements occurring in the national polirical environment and represents an attempt to extend and elahorate the rights of specific disadvantaged groups. Afhrrnative action emphasizes group or class rrghts to
compensation for past deficiencies in due process; thus the focus is more
substantive, such as the specification o i nghts of particular categories of
persons, for example, biacks or women. Unlike grievance procedures,
affirmative acrian has been centrally mandated by the nation state and is
legally imposed on o~ganizationsmeeting specified criteria.

Procedural Rights: Grievance Procedures
The proximate causes of grievance procedure formalization seem to lie in
the internal political processes of organizations and their immediate social
environments. Behind these factors has been the broader legal, political,
and cultural environment supporting a more rational and legdized employer/employee relationship. In particular, union recognition and the
widespread institutionalization of gnevance procedures gained impetus
from the National labor Relations Act of 1935. But particular forms of
governance were worked out at the organizational level, often through
collective bargaining with unions. The NLRA set forth criteria for
recognition oi unions and required good-faith bargaining with elected
representatives of workers; it did not prescribe a master plan for employerlemployec governance nor did it specify the substantive content of the
contracts that would be reached through cotlective bargaining.
Procedural formalization was not restricted to unionized firms. During
the 1920s and 1930s many employers formalized policies concemmg
disability and illness. pensions, unemployment, stock options, and empIoyee representation even in nonunion firms (Brody 1968). Brody at*
tributes these developments to a combination of pre-NLRA paternalism
and attention to employee needs in the interests of efficiency. Union
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avoidance and the spread of Taylor's scientificmanagement doctrines may

be alternative explanations. Thus during the early stages of prvcedural
formalization, the implementation of formalized personnel rules and
grievance procedures seem to come with unionization or its prevention.

These factors are internal to organizations or properties of their immediate
environments.
In recent decades, such arrangements as formal personel departments
and rules and grievances procedures seem to have become widely legrtimated in both union and nonunion contexts. They have become institutionalized and are viewed as an essential component of the standard
apparatus of any large, modern "rational" organization. Their diffusion
may be less ~ d u e n c e dby internal organizational characteristics such as
unionization.

Substantive Rights: M t m a t i v e Action
Although certain substantive protections were instituted during the
earlier period (such as health and safety requirements with specific
application to women and children), the widespread specification of
substantive rights of employees has occurred within the last two decades,
Dunng this period the national government has acted to specify the rights
of certain categories of organizational members.
In the first half of the century status-related protections took the form
of child labor laws or conditions-of-work legislacion concerning women
and were reflected in organizational structures and procedures guaranteeing the special protection of women and children. Early protections were
aimed at creating unequal conditions of employment for disadvantaged
groups. Morc recent affirmative action legislation, in contrast, is aimed at
eliminating inequality among groups through the invention of rights to
equal treatment. These nghts enter an organization only partly through
internal action or exchanges with the immediate environment. They are
legally mandated, usually by the federal government. They grew out of the
civil rights movements ofthe 1950s and 1960s that resulted in the C i d
hghts Act of 1964. Title VtI of this act prohibits discrimination on the
basis of race, color, religton, sex, or national origxn and applies to hoth
public and private work organizations. It is administered by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission. The EEOC controlled only the
private sector until 1972, when the Equal Employment Opportuniry Act
brought the public sector under its coverage. Affrrrnative action was first
mandated for governlent contractors and subcontractors by Executive
Order (EO) 11246, issued by President Johnson on September 24, 1965.
EO 11246 also established the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs (OFCCP) to administer and enforce the order.
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Affirmative action requirements are largely reporting requirements. All
employers with 100 employees or more (until 1982 the cutoff was fifteen)
must submit the EEO-1 form annually, detailing stafling data categorized
by sex and race. Some government contractors are aIso required to submit
rather complex affirmative action plans, which outline programs to meet
future minority employmenr goals. Organizational responses to these
requirements vary considerably, from assigning someone in the personnel
department the task of filling out the EEO.1 form to surpassing legal
requirements by establishing new offices and functionaries to develop and
administer a h a c i v e accion programs. No discussion of the emergence of
affirmative action structures in modem organizations would be likely to
Ignore direct governmental pressures. The environment is centralized,and
organizations with specified characteristics are expected to adopt and
comply with a set of mandared procedures. But a hqh degree of variation
in how they go about implementing affirmative action allows us to analyze
the organizational response to legally mandated change.
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Hypotheses and LRvels of Analysis;
Urganhtions, Environments, and Ofhces
We propose that three levels of analysis conmbute to an explanation of
the diffusion of these due process protections: (1) organization characteristics, (2) charact-eristics of environments, and (3) variations in the
structure of ofices and rules internal to organizations. The most common
approach focuses on organizan'on-kvel variables, characteristics of organizations themselves that lead them to elaborate formal rules and procedures to guarantee due process protections. At this level, as noted, two
qpes of explanations for formalizarion of employee rights have been
developed -one emphasizing the demands of efficiency and the rational
coordination of work processes and the other stressing conflicts between
workers and managers and dominance tactics by managers. The variables
suggested by these arguments include size of organization, unionization,
skill level of participants, and type of technology employed.
Shifting to the environmental kuel, many of the same types af arguments
and variables are applicable. Organizations are involved in varying contexts or sectors rhat themselves differ in terms of extent of unionization,
type of technology employed, or skill level of workers. However, the
environmental dimension rhat we regard as especially relevant to understanding the extension of due process in organizations is proximity to the
public sphere. Variation in the public status of an organization is important in two senses. First, organizational sectors closer to the public sphere
are likely to be more influenced by new conceptions of citizenship, modeIs
thar often derive from the state. As Philip Selznick noted in his classic

I
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study of the development of legality in organizations (1969), the model of
a polity on which private organizations draw comes from the public
tradition of the law (Baron et a]. 1986).Thus an organization's conception
of employee rtghts may he affected by its proximity to the public sphere.
Such proximity is expected to he particularly important for the riming of
adoption of due process rights.
Public status affects organizations in a second, and more direct, way,
particularly in the area of affirmative action, Organizations with closer ties
to the public sphere are more exposed and visible and more likely to be
subject to close governmental scrutiny. Indeed, private organizations differ
in their legal status v i s - h i s federal civil rights laws depending on whether
they receive government contracts or grants and thus fall under the
jurisdiction of Office of Federal Conrracr Compliance Programs (OFCCP)
regulations. Organizations such as utilities that depend on government
regulation, even though they carry no special burden of compliance with
federal civil rights policies, operate in an area continually subject to public
scrutiny and can hardIy afford to appear indifferent ro the standards of
citizenship and due process important in the public sphere. Private
organizations that maintain nonprofit status may be strongly influenced by
public-sphere m d c l s of governance, both hecause they interact continually with public agencies and because they depend on public support for
their activities in order to defend their nonprofir status. Finally, even
monopoly~sectorprivate organizations are in some ways close to the public
sphere because they are highly visible and thus subject to public scrutiny
and because they are necessarily engaged in a continuing process of
negotiation with the state -in voiding antitrust prosecution, pressing for
federal subsidies and protections, lobbying for tax relief. and so forth.
Our conception of public status, then, is a continuum, in some ways
akin to Shils's (1975) cenrer/penpheq distinction. Organizations in the
competitive, private sector are further from the public, political center
than are monopoly-sector private organizations or those that depend on
federal contracts, and these in turn are further than regulated profitmaking organizations such as utilities, nonprofit organizations, and public
organizations themselves. Although this exploratory study has not allowed
us to measure variations in public status with the full subtlecy that we
would like, we have experimented with various measures, seeking to
determine the ways of understanding the public status of an organization's
domain that are most fruitiul empirically.
In addition to organization-level and environmental variables, we also
point to an important set of variables inrenwl to organizations. These are
various structural components within organizations -personnel offices,
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legal departments, industrial relations departments- through which em*
ployee nghts are administered. These aspects of an organization's governance structure are intervening variables, shaped by both organizational
and environmental forces, bur in turn perhaps having an independent
effect on employee rights. One of the most important questions about
legalization in organizat-ions is whether it stimulates the formation of new
offices, rules, and officials that in turn provide an additional basis for
instirutionalizing access to rights.
The existence and elaboration of such offices may lead to the c d i 6 cation of employee rights in several ways. First, these ofices mediate the
relarionship between the organization and its envirunmenr. T h e personnel
or affirmative action office can provide a direct channel through which
models of rights elaboration enter the orgariization from the wider environment. When personnel officers go to their professional conventions,
they discuss new guidelines or models for documenting compliance with
affirmative action, for handling employee grievances, for updating the
classes of employees covered by &affirmative action guidelines, and so forth.
After labor unions, personnel offices may be the most important chaclneI
through which new conceptions of rights enter organizations.
Second, personnel offices and other governance structures within
organizations may create an internal constituency for the elaboration and
enforcement of employee rights. These otficials formalize and codify
personnel procedures as a part of the process of justifying and extending
their role in the organization. New nghts that do not become embdied
in some regular organizational structure or procedure will he evanescent,
while those that do find such an organizational home, or generate new
organizational structures of cheir own. have at least the prerequisites for
full incorporation into normal organizarional practice.
Finally, offices and governance structures are also interesting because
the extension of new rights to new categories of employees is experienced
as disruptive when it fails to fit w i t h n the existing governance snuctute.
Organizations that change their structure ro incorporate new rights
m a y be viewed as more committed to employee protections than those
that ~ F Jto fit new rights into the existing governance structure. Thus,
tracking changes in organizational structure provides crucial insight into
sources of both organizational support for, and resistance to, expanding
employee rights.
The literature on organizational innovation is also suggestive for our
purposes. In general, such organizational features as size, dfierentiation,
specialization, and integration into the external envirunmenr: have been
found to be positively related to the adoption of innovations by organization (Kimberly 1981; Kimberly and Evanisko 1981). These organizational chacreristics, however, are less able to predict administrative than
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technical innovation,so that unIy organization size is a strong predictor of
the kind of administrative innovations we consider here (Kimberly and
Evanisko 1981). The work of ToIbert and Zucker (1983) on the adoption
of c i d service reform by cities during the period 1880 to 1935 is
particuIarly relevant to our study of due process protections. They show
a distinctive, rapid pattern of adoption in states where civil service reform
was legaIly mandated. In states where civil service reform was not legally
mandated, the power of particular city characteristics to expIain adoption
was apparent in early decades but then decreased with increased diffusion
of the reforms, as the refarms became institutionalized as aspects of

rational and legitimate organization.
To summarize, then, our theoretical model attempts to explain two
different phenomena -grievance ~rocedur~s
and afimative action structures. Both are aspects of the extension of employee rights in organizations, but they emphasize dderenr aspects of rights (procedural protections versus substantive rights), and, we hypothesize, they are adopted m
organizations through different processes. We see grievance procedures as
attempted solutions to employer/employee conflict that are diffused
through the organizational environment in a decentraid way. A&mative action, on the other hand, is centrally mandated, and the important sources of variation concern how soon, how energetically, and in
what orgamational form organizatiom comply with federal law. For both
the decentralized diffusion of grievance procedures and the centralized
imposition of affirmative action programs we analyze variations among
organizations in the timing of rights dabration and in the comprehensivcness, procedural complexity, and organizational location of the rights
they create,

Research Hypotheses
The data will be examined b t h cross-sectionally and longitudinally to see
where and when structures of due process procedures and substantive
affirmative action nghts appear. We propose the following hypotheses:
1. We expect due process structures to appear most kequently in
organizations that are (a) large, @) unionized or in unionized
sectors, and (c) public, o r closer to the public sphere.
2. Longitudinally we expect all sorts of due process rights and procedures to be fumed at heher rates in more recent periods.
3. For historical reasons, we expect organizational and local environ-

mental pressures to be more important in explaining grievance
procedures and public status to be mosr important in accounting
for affirmative action structures.
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4. We expect the spread of due process protections to be linked to the
growth of personnel departments withn organirations.

Figure 4-1 diagrams our model of due process expansion.

Methods and Mea~ures
The fifty-two organizations in our convenience sample range in size from
thlrty to more than 10,000 employees, in age from three to 130 years, and
from nonunionized to 100 percent unionized. Fifteen organizations are
pubtic, and thirty*seven private. The organizations come from the following sectors; manufacturing (ten), publishmg, (four), financial (three),
retail (five), utilities and transportation (eight), government (seven),
service (eleven), and medical (four).
We fmus on several aspects of organizational elaboration and formalization of due process protections for workers. In looking at grievance
procedures, we measure the number of formal gnevance procedures and
the average number of steps in the gnevance procedure. Twenty-elght
percent of the organizations in our sample had no formal grievance
procedure, 30 percent had one, and the remaining 42 percent had more
than one procedure. Organizations with more than one procedure often
negotiated separate procedures with each union. In the past twenry years
an increasing number of organizations have initiated procedures for
nonunion employees. We use the average number of steps in grievance
procedures as a measure of procedural elaboration. We are interested in
whether organizations implement simple systems with just one or two
steps (such as a special company official who adjudicates or mediates
disagreements) or complex procedures with multiple steps and appeal
mechanisms. The average number of steps in all procedures for organizations with at least one grievance procedure was four.
For affirmative action, we look at whether or not the organization has
an affirmative action ofice or affirnlative action functionaries. In the
analysis below, the two are combined into one variable, scored 2 for an
office, 1 for functionaries only, and 0 for neither. Thirty-four percent of
our organizations had no affirmative action ofice; 48 percent had designated affirmative action compliance officers but no formal office. In
practice this often means that affirmative action is officially under the
rubric of an existing organizational ofice (usually a personnel department). The remaining 18 percent of the organizations had established
special offices for affirmative action.
We also look at whether the organization has a n official affirmative
action plan and the number of classes of employees explicitly protected
under those plans. Foq-lour percent of the organizations had such a plan.
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Governance Structure

Due Prwess
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Number of different
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The number of protected classes ranged from six to thirteen with a mean
of eleven. Most organizations began with IegalIy protected categories and
added others as they acquired legal status. Some organizations also added
classes that were not legally protected.
We employ two modes of analysis. The first is a cross-sectional analysis
involving correlation and regression analysis to determine the relationships among our independent and dependent variables at one point in
time (1983).The second is an over-time analysis of the formation rates of
due process structures.

CrosseSectional Analysis
Table 4-1 presents the correlations among our independent and depend
dent variables. CorreIarions among our five dependent variables are all
positive, bur not all are significant. As expected, there is a high correlation
between the two affirmative action variables and between the two gnevance procedure variables. There is a significant correlation between the
number of personnel departments and each of the other dependent
variables, especially the presence of an affirmative action office.
Three independent variables are central to our explanation of due
prwess formalization: size, unionization, and "publicness1' (described
below). We measure size as the natural logarittun ot the total number of
employees in 1983. Size is positively related to all five of our due process
indicators. Unionization, measured by the percentage of employees unionized in 1983, is also related to all five indicators but is particularly highly
correlated with the grtevance procedure variables.
To determine how the public status of an organization operates, we
experimented with several measures, two of which are reported here. The
first is a simple dichotomy with private organizations coded 0 and public
organkaticms coded I. In the second, private organizations with no federal
contracts are coded 0, local government and private organizations with
less than 10 percent of their total income from federal contracts are coded
1, and stare and federal government organizations and private organizations with more than 10 percent of their income from federal contracts are
coded 2. The correlations between the second measure and our dependent
variables are substantially higher than thvse of the h s t simpler measure.

Table 4-1.

CorreIations Among variable^.^

Log size (employees)
Percentage of employees
unionized

Pubticness 1
Publicness 2
Numher of grievance
procedures
Average steps in GP

Number of personnelfunction departments

AA officers or ofice
(0, 1, 2)
Number of groups
protected in AA

a. N = 52 except N = 51 in cortelativns with variable 7. b. p = .I0 C. p = -05 d . p = .O1 e. p = .03l
Note: Publicness 1 : 0 = private; 1 = public.
2 : 0 = private; 1 = I o a I government and < 1G% contractors;
2 = state and federal government and > 1G% income from federal contracts.
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Table 4-2 reports the results of multiple regression analyses of our five
due process ~ndicacorswith logged size, unionization, and the two mea+
sures of
status outlined above. Because we have only fifty-two cases,
we restrict our regression analysis to linear and additive effects. We use
the natural logarithm of organtzational size rather than size itself: This
reflects the obvious idea that the effect on organizational structure of a
move from 100 to 1,009 employees 1s likely to be much greater than a shift
from 10,100 to 11,000.
The effects of size, unionization, and public starus an our six indicators
differ systematically. Size affects all of the due process meastlres, which
supports the traditiona1 organization-level argument that size motivates
structural complexity. Unionization, as we expected, has ~ t sprmary
eflects on personnel offices, grievance procedures, and procedural elaboration of the grievance procew. Thus, arguments that identify unionizat i o n as a major cause of rights elahoration are also supported.
In contrast, the a h a t i v e action vanahles are much more strongly
affccted by public status, and the results are staristically stgnificant. With
a Larger sample, our predictions might be more definitively supported. The
results support the argumenr, then, rhat federal redefinitions of fairness m
the employment relationship over the Fast two decades have located
rights within private organizations- particularly in those priva~t:organizations with direct linkages to the publlc sphere.
Table 4-2, shows that when the dependent variables are regressed on
public status along with size and unionizat:on, the mzasure of public status
that takes lnto account linkages to the federal govemment produces
higher regression coe%cients, as well as higher correlations coefficienrs,
than does the simple pubIic/privace dichotomy. A third measure, not
shown here, wh~chseparated federal and btatt: ufices, showcd that fcde~al
agencies were more likely to formalize due process protections than
were state offices. Linkage to the federal government is a significant factor
in the elahtarion of due process righrs for both public and private
organizat~ons.
Because public status measured by federal linkages produces stronger
effects than the simple public~privatedchotomy, it seems that public
status works at the seitural rather than the organizational level. Proximiry
LO the federal government and public visibility motivate organizational
adoption of federal models of employee nghts. The level of public
contracting among private firms is salient, as is whether an organization
is regulated or whether it is a part of the local, state, or federal government. We might also speculate that one reason why size has sucb a strong
effect on the extension of employee rights is that size itself increases an
organization's visibilrty and thus its receptivity to m d e l s of governance
originating in the public sphere.

Tabk 4 2 . Effects un Five Indicators of Personnel Structural Elaboration

oL Organizational Size.
Unionization, and Four Different Measures of Public Status: Multiple Reflession Analy~is.~
lndpp&

Number of grievance procdures

.3l

srcps in GP

-15

Number nf personnel h~nction
departments

.58

Average number

r,i

.57
A6.matire attion ofice (2): cornpliance u & e r ~ only

(I);

el*

.hZ

(0)
65

Number 19protected groups Itsted in
plan

.44

AA

.55
a. N

b. Q

-

=

51. Cell

.I0

entries

c. p =- .65

are standardized regression coefficient lunstandardixd cwkient: standard emr)
d. p = .Ol e. p = .HI

Note: Publicness I : 0 = private; I = publ~c.
2 : 0 = pnvare; 1 = local government and < 10% contmtors;
Z = state and federal government and > 10% income horn federal contracts.

Varinbks
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Some qualitative observations strengthen our understanding of why
and how public status contributes t o the adoption of due process protections. An organization's sense of bemg in the pubIic [helight is central.
The director of personnel at the local plant of a large defense contractor
told us that public image was a prime motivator in the adoption of new
procedural pro~ectivtfi.The vice-president of personnel at a large local
utility told us that as a public-trust organization, they had to be a step ahead
of other organizations in procedural protections of employee rights.
"People like us get sued e v e v day. We make good examples." It became
clear as our interviews progressed that susceptibility to public scrutiny was
a dimension that differentiated sectors in their adoption of procedural
protections. Local government offices felt less subject to public review
than did major utiliciea or government contractors. The superintendent
of a local school district, for example, said that he liked to deal
with employee problems as they came up and preferred to stay away
from procedures except when required by unions or the state board of
education. Many of our respondents made it clear that for highly
public organizations, it is less the threat of potential economic loss
associated with a lawsuit that causes them to develop strong affirmative
action programs than the tarnishing effect of such suits on their public
image. Organizations adopt formal protections to preclude such suits and
allegarions.

The Intermediary Effect of Personnel Departments
Table 4-1 shows that the number of deparrrnents with personnel func.
tions was strongly correlated with the other four dependent variables.
Table +2 shows the signdicant effects of size and unionization and the
positive effects of public status on the number of personnel function
departments. Taken together, this evidence suggests rhar personnel ford
malization, as a general dependent variable, is subject to the same
influences as the more specific variables concerned with affirmative action
and due process. Indeed, with all our dependent variables, we are considering the elahration of formalized and differentiated personnel structures, and the existence and number of departments is probably a g o d

indicator.
But in our arguments above, rhe existence of personnel departments is
more than a generalized dependent variable. We proposed that st~ch
deparnnents play an intervening role in facilitating the expansion of more
specific sorts of personnel formalizations. The qualitative data illustrate
this point. We were repeatedly struck by the role of personnel professionals in transmitting models of due process among organizacions. The
professionalization of personnel management in the last twenty years has
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made personnel administration increasingly codified and institutionalized
(EiIbert 1959; Kochan and Capelli 1984). Several persome1 directors that
we talked to had been brought intcl their present positions from firms with
state-of-the-art personnel relations in order to modernize the firms to
which they moved. We also found that many small and medium-size hrms
had hired their first professional personnel director in the last five or ten
years because they felt that they were falling behind the times, were o u ~
of touch with current models of labor relations and personnel management, or wanted to avoid discrimination suits and were unfamiliar with
strategies for doing so. Even where the threat of litigation provides the
dominant motive for extensions of due process, the professional subcuIture of personnel specialists is an important determinant of the precise
way that due process rights become institutionalized.
Consuitants and personnel professionals, then, appear to be an important source of diffusion for models of legalization. They are valued not
only for their contemporary solutions to firm-specific personnel problems
but also because organizations turn to them as disseminators ot'the latest
personnel technology in order to keep up with new fashions in personnel
administration.
The causal role of personnel departments in affecting the other dependent variables in our analysis was examined by reanalyzing the regression
equatinns in Table 4-2 incorporating the number of persome1 departments as an independent variable along with the others (size, unioniztalon, and public status). This allows us to complete the testing of the
hypotheses outlined in Figure 4-1 -the results could show,for instance,
that all the other causal effects on grievance procedures and affirmative
action programs are mediated by the existence of personnel departments
or, on the other hand, that personnel departments play no causal role in
affecting the other dependent variables.
The results of these reanalyses are so consistent that we do not present
them in tabular form. The personnel departments variable in no case had
a significant effect on any of the other four variables. In fact, in half the
analyses the (insignificant) coefficients were negative. The resuIts lend no
credence to the intuitively appealing and qualitatively supported hyporhesis that the personnel profession and the existence of a relevant depart-,
ment facilitate the formalization of more specific aspects of personoel
relations. It is unclear what to make of this negative result, and we simply
note a few possibilities: (1) Perhaps we have too few cases to properly test
the effect of this variable (which is correlated with the other independent
variables); (2)
- especially in the case of affirmative action programs-personnei departments are a kind of functional alternative, so
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that organizations that have an already elaborated personneL structure are
a little less likely to respond to outside pressures by adding a new special

program*

Other Factors
Beyond size, unionization, and public status, the addition of other variables, whether technical or institutional, prduced only small effects on
the elaboration of formalized employee nghts. Perhaps this is because we
are working w ~ ahvery small {or idiusyr~cratic)sample. We rcview briefly
here the results of the examination of other variables.

Beyond organizational size, we explored other measures of organizational
complexity that might have been expected to affect the formal eIaboration
of employee rights. We curlsidered age, professiomlizotion, capital depend
dence, managemendemployee ratios, age of unions, whether unions were
local or national, and whether governance structures were determined
locally or at headquarters. These factors had very small effects.
Environmental Factors
aspects of thc wider environment (over and a h v e
unionization and linkage to the federal government) that might have been
expected to affect the elaboration of formal rights. We considered characteristics of the context or sector surroundmg an organization, such as
whether public trust private organ~zatianssuch as banks and insurance
companies dispraportionatelyelaborate formal rights. In our sample, they
did not. We also found that organizations m sectors that are generally
unionized wcre not more likely to elaborate rights in anticipation of
unions or to ward them off. once the inritial effect of an organization's own
unionization was taken into account. We also assessed the percentage of
professionals, the percentage of managers, and extent of capital concentration in the sector. None of these had effects on fomalizatioti beyond
those of their organization-level counterparts.
Despite the failure of these quantitative analyses to show effects of
sector and organizational governance variables, the qualitarive dara convince us that these issues are worthy of more careful study. The professionalization of personnel management and mobility among personnel
professionals, discussed above, may be an Lrnportanc source of sectoral
differences. In lktenlng LO managerb, we found that this instirutionalization is not uniform but thar different models develop in different sectors.

W e alsv pursued
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We especially noticed differences between the styIes of personnel administration governing public organizations, utilities, and monopolies, in
contrast to private organizations. It seems that sectoral models proliferate
through the exchange oi personnel, use of consultants (such as Hay
Associates), interaction at professional conferences, and the popular
management literature.
In summary, the cross-sectional analyses showed general effects of
organizationa1 size, unionization, and public status on the expansion of
formalized due process rights. Organizational size, and probably the
complexity that goes with it, affected the formalization of personnel rights
across the board. Unionization had a greater effect on the formalization of
nonmandated rights, as indicated by grievance procedures. Linkage to the
federal government especiaIly affected affirmative action programs. The
development of personneI deparments did not exhibit an independent
effect on the elaboration of due process mechanisms, contrary to our
expectations.

Analyses Over Time
The data were gathered in 1983, at one point in time. Bur they are

!

I

event-history data - that is, data about when in the organization's history
due process protections were instituted. With some caution these data
can be used to analyze changes over time (see Wrlman 1985 for more
higldy deveIoped models). Somc qualifications are in order. As mentioned
earlier, because the sample covers only organizations alive in 1983, any
selection process by which the variables of interest are related to rates of
organizational death would distort the find~ngs.Second, the data are
retrospective. The respondents were working from memory or with the
assistance of only those historical records readily available to them. This
did not appear to cause any significant bias because we were asking about
reIatively simple issues, such as the date of founding of a personnel ofice
or inrroduction ot 3 grievance procedure. Recall on such matters may be
reasonably accurate over long periods of time. Many of the respondents,
moreover, checked with their records or with ocher employees when they
were unsure and reported accurate dares after the interview. Finally, it is
not certain that we caprured all the due process protections created
because some may have been discontinued. But in the period studied most
intensively, not a single office or formal rqht was discontinued. We have
little information suggesting that they ever had appreciable death rates.
The pressures of the Iast fifty years, both from unionization and from the
political expansion of the federal government, have worked in the other
direction.
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With these qualifications, we can proceed to consider a number of
historical indicators of the institutionalization of employee rights. We
have the date of clccurrence for each of the fallowmg events:
Existence of a personnel department,
Existence ot' a grievance procedure,
Recognition of union (s),
Present-e of an affirmative action program,
Presence of affirmative action compliance officers,
Existence of an affirmative action office.

The analysis is resmicted to hacking a singIc coeficient for each of the
six indicators, aver time. This is the f m t i o n rate -the ptobabiliry chat
m organization lacking the institution will form the institution at each
point in time (one-year periods are used). Organhations enter the risk
set - che group of organizations considered in [he iormation rate ac each
point in time - when thcy arc born. Once the institutinn is formed in a
given organization, that organization is no longer part of the risk set. Thus
the base figures for the analysis change continually; rhey are reported in
Appendlx 4A-1. We do not include organizatio~lsthat are born with the
structure in the analyses. When organizations are born with the stmcture,
the causal forces are ambiguous. Rather than responding to causal factors
in the current time period, the organization may simply he catching up co
custom. Thus, for each year only those organizations are included that
cxistcd in the previous period and were without the structure in question.
Figure 4-2 shows the formation rates for the first three indicators:
personnel departmenrs, grievance procedures, and unionization. Because
we have only fififty.twoorganizations and thc structures i
n question have
been fvming over a long p e r i d of time - sixq or sevrncy years, the data
are lumped by five-year periods to smooth out the curves. The rates
themselves, however, are then annualmd by dividing by five. Figure 4-2
shows that unionization, grievance procedures, and personnel departments began to be firmed fifty to sixty years ago. Their rates of formation
increased very slowly and steadily to the present perid. ?'he formation
rates d the three appear cIoseIy related and are probably contingent on
u r ~ eanothcr. Unionization may often lead to the t w o other structures
(Edelman 2985). In the more recent period, unionization and the formation of grievance procedures have continued their slow steady ascenr.
Organizations without them H e r e more likely to acquire them during the
current p e r i d than in any earlier period, but the increase is not dramatic.
Because the farmation rate shown in Figure 4-2 considers only the
formation of an o~ganization'sfirst grievance procedure, I~owever,thc
indicator is somewhat conservative. Many organizations that have had

Figure 4 2 . Annual Rates of Formation of Unions, Personnel
Offices, and Grievance Procedures among Non+New Organizations
Lacking the Structure?
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union grievance procedures for years have recently instituted additional
grievance procedures for their nonunion employees.
The f o m r i o n rate of formalized personnel departments has risen more
dramatically. In the last ten years, organizations without persnnnel departments formed hem at the veq high rate of 5 or 6 percent a year,
possibly in response to the mreasi~ignuinber of both inscitu tionalized and
legally manda~edrules concerning the employment relationship. Figure
4-3 supports this interpretation.
Figure 4-3 shows a parallel analvsis of the remaining three variables, all
concerned with affirmative action. The forma tiurt uf these structures
wc.t~redonly during rhe last twenty years. In this analysis, we deal with
the problem of organizational birth by simply excluding the five organizations horn within the last twentythree years. To smooth ouc the cuwes,
we calculate five-year milving averages of the formation ratios, rather &an
n t e s for the single yeas. The results are strikrng. Almost a11 the f o m tions of a h r i v e action institutions occurred between five and eighteen
ycars ago. There were n o affirmative action offices before the I965
affirmative action mandates. Between 1965 and 1978 there was a rapid
diffusion of affirmative action 0 6 r e s linked t o federal pressure. But
surprisingly, since 1976 organizations without these special offices have
nor created them, Although the repnrting requirements have not lessened, the decrease in federal pressure has been accompanied by a decrease
in diffusion of these structures.
Several large companies that had autonomous affirmative action offices,
moreover, have recc~idyincorporated them i n t o their personnel departments as subunits. Although we have nu evidence that this "folding in"
of disrinct affirmative acriori structures is widespread, we have found that
the period in which the rate of afFirmarive action formation drops off
coincides with the period in which the tatc of personnel department
formation sharply increases (see Figure 4-2). It appears that wirh rhe
disappearance of special federal pressures UL the affirmative action area,
these reforms are now incorporated by firms within the regular structure
of personnel management, rather than with special organizational symbols
of contormity. The change in location of afinnarive action within organizations, then, probably signals the end of strung pressures in the
affirmative action area. But it may also indicate the routinizacion and
institutionalization af the previous wave.

summary
We have examined the historical formation of institutions to protect due
process rights in 3 sample of fifty-twc, organizations. The sample was not
chosen randomly but rather to maximize variarion on the dimensions of
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in Appendix 4A-2.

Figure 4-3. Annual Rates of Formation of ,4A Smucrures among
Non-New Organizations Lacking the S r r u ~ t u r e . ~

interest, such as size, age, unionization, type of work (manufacturing,
retail, service, and so forth), and proximity ro the public sphere. Further
research should sample organizations randomly and should sample all
organizations alive during the time when the causal processes of interest
began. If the considerable attrition rates that eliminate organizations
select them in terms of the variables and processes of interest, then the
findings will be distorted. On the ocher hand, the presence or absence of
a grievance procedure, affirmative action program, or personnel ofice may
be little related to the likelihood of organizational survival when orher
factors are held constant.
The procedural institutions of grievance procedures and personnel
departments have arisen over long p e r i d s of time. We have evidence that
the emergence of formal personnel protections in organizations reflects
several causal processes. Consistent with other research, organizational
size seems to increase formalkarion. Unionization increases the extent to
which grievance procedures are iorndized. And public visibility and
llnkages to the federal government have increased formalization of due
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process protections in a period during which the state became active in
this arena. Affirmative action structures have been formed at high rates
during the recent period of federal action in this area. Personnel departments ate much more commonly formed now than at any time in the past,
and these structures may provide organizations with economical solutions
to a variety of internal and environmental pressures for the elaboration of
employee rights and due process protections. The data presented here do
not support rhe further idea that their professionalized and mobile personnel act as primary sources ol generation and dfision of the other
aspects of personnel formalization considered here.
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Appendix 4A-2.
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Forty-seven nrganizatims were nvenw-~hreeyears old or older.

These numbers were the denominators used, they reprtsenc the
number oi organ1:ation.s without the practice. C = 1983.
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